
AN OVERVIEW OF THE FESTIVAL OF THE FLOWER CHILDREN

WOODSTOCK

The flower children were a curious counter-culture revolution. of love and peace to bathe the battle-weary heads in life's
sweet celebration.

They never stopped believing and neither should you. They wanted to walk among the angels even though we
still needed them on earth. Some lived on communes or in shared housing. She had become uncomfortable
with materialism and socially acceptable appearances. Woodstock began with the following four partners:
Michael Lang, the manager of a rock band, Artie Kronfeld, an executive at Capitol Records, and two
capitalists, John Roberts and Joel Rosenman who supplied most of the money and the original idea. The song
was a popular hit, reaching number 4 on the music chart in the United States and number 1 in the United
Kingdom and most of Europe, [8] [9] and became an unofficial anthem for hippies, flower power and the
flower child concept. We believed. They had grown up in homes where the women had covered the American
work industry while their men went to war, with many still choosing a career as well as the role of
housekeeper once the men returned. They dressed more casually, were friendlier toward each other. Hippies
often practiced open sexual relationships and lived in various types of family groups. Maybe it was a
difference in the way we communicated. We were the counter-culture. It was a far different era. We were
half-a-million strong when we arrived at Woodstock. For the observers drawn to the big bands, it was
somewhat disappointing. We pushed back against the wheel. Other morning tasks included securing fresh
water for drinking, cooking and cleaning, attending the camp stove, freshening up the campsite, and placing
sleeping bags and clothing out to air. The song was the fluting whistle of bulrushes and the tinkle of flowing
water. Jimmy was a promise that music was immortal. It was estimated that an unexpected , or more people
attended. The transient youth population, traveling from coast to coast by bus, car, van or hitch-hiking carried
the news of the concert faster than any electronic wire. It was about examining how much they could love
each other with all their bumps, warts and bad habits. Whatever their chosen life-style, when they walked
beside their men, they were showing their unity with them. Despite anti-war protests, US troops kept fighting
in Vietnam until and a year later the Watergate scandal toppled president Richard Nixon. And there was
nothing more glorious than the unity we shared. Woodstock, one of the most. We understood. They were
discovering everything wonderful about where they were and who they were traveling with. But we were still
as we listened to one voice singing clearly, then another and another, until the air filled with beauty and our
hearts swelled. They had grown up in homes where the women had covered American industry while their
men went to war, with many still choosing a career as well as the role of housekeeper. Many had experimented
with several different types of relationships, including bi-sexual experiences, group marriages and
co-habitation. Very few lived on farms where they raised their meat or in an area where they hunted wild
game. We were spiritual advisors. Eastern and Western religion ran together in rivers. Forty years later, what's
left? Woodstock, with its rocky beginnings, epitomized the culture of that era through music, drug use, and the
thousands of hippies who attended, leaving behind a legacy for future generations. It was like neverland. We
breathed in and out with the rhythm of the earth. Many animal rights groups gained support during
Woodstock, such as Greenpeace and the S. Yet Woodstock left few tangible legacies beyond music and the
look, including the once-again fashionable bell bottom jeans. Many pre-feminists had already rejected
artificial preservatives and flavors in their foods, synthetics and chemical additives, but their new awareness
carried them a step further.


